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Workout 15: Option: “Updating Task Status Updates Resource Status”
Purpose: to show you what happens when you enable or disable the above
option and how it affects EVA calculations.
The "Updating Task status updates resource status" is found under the under
FILE / OPTIONS / SCHEDULE in the section "Calculation Options for this
project". It is enabled by default.
When this check box is enabled and you edit a task's % Complete, MSP will
calculate the Actual Work on a task and roll down the calculations to the
resource level. This means: it will automatically update resource status, such as
Actual and Remaining Work and Cost, whenever you update task status, such
as % Complete, Actual duration or Remaining Duration.
The reverse is also true: if you update resource data, the task data will be
automatically updated.
Why would we disable the Default roll-down / roll-up Relationship? The
default setting implies that there is a relationship between task and
assignment (resource) data. You need to disable this option if you wish to stop
resource information from changing when task status is updated. Why would
you want to do that? You might have more than 1 resource assigned to the
task. These resources could be working at different rates, i.e., progressing
differently through the assignment. In such a case, an entry of 50% completion
on one resource does not mean the task is 50% completed. We need to break
the link between the assignments and the task. It would make sense to enter
tracking values for individual resources without rolling up the results to the
task.
Alert: this setting applies to the entire project you are processing at the time.
You cannot apply it to some tasks within a project on their own. The breaking
of the relationship of the task with the resource is not intuitive. It does not
seem to be beneficial. So, it is better to keep this Option as defaulted or
enabled by MSP.
1) Create a new project using the template: EVA Template Not Assigned. Save
it under any name.
2) Set the project start date = today’s date
Set the status date to the 3rd working day after the project start date.
3) Change the duration from 10 to 4 days.
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4) Assign Res1 and to Task A in full.
5) In the FILE / OPTIONS / SCHEDULE Tab, make sure the check box Updating
Task status updates resource status is checked (default value):

6) Set the Baseline for the project.
7) Switch to the Task Usage view and enter 33% in the % Complete column at
the task level. 33% of 32 hours = 10.56 hours which are distributed as actual
work of 8 hours on Day 1 and 2.57 hours on Day 2 (ignoring typical MSP
rounding errors):

BCWP, ACWP and Actual Cost are all calculated as per the distribution of the
Actual Work for both resource and task. Both task and assignment are updated
in the same manner. Note that if you had entered the 33% into the resource or
assignment row, you would have had the same result.
8) Restart the workout from the beginning but assign Res1 to Task A in full and
Res 2 to Task A at 50% (or 0.5 units):
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Conclusion: with the option enabled, MSP will roll down the value of the entry
at the task level to the resource level and vice versa. This is no different from
the workouts we've had before when entering % Complete.
Let us try the same workout with the option disabled:
1) Create a new project using the template: EVA Template Not Assign. Save it
under any name.
2) Set the project start date = today’s date
Set the status date to the 3rd working day after the project start date.
3) Change the duration from 10 to 4 days.
4) Assign Res1 and to Task A in full.
5) Clear the check box Updating Task Status Updates Resource Status.
6) Enter 33% in the task's % Completion (as you cannot enter it at the
assignment level).
7) MSP will leave the Actual Work row blank so that you can enter it for the
resource if you wish independence from the parent task.
8) BCWS is not changed nor is BCWP for the task. However, there is no BCWP
for the assignment as MSP expects you to enter the actual work manually, i.e.,
in the row of the assignment.
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BCWP is calculated for the task at 33% complete. Because the option is now
disabled, MSP does not set the work completed in both task and resource
rows. BCWP is only shown for the task.
Workout 16: Enter % Work Complete for a Task
Purpose: In the previous workout, we tracked our progress on some tasks by
entering % Complete. This means the work being done in the task is
proportional to the duration. This workout exposes the meaning of another
measure, the % Work Complete and indicates when it should be used.
We use % Work Complete when the work is not proportional to duration and
is different on different days. This workout only applies to tasks and does not
address the entry of % Work Complete for specific resources.
Chapter 16.0: Track your Costs: at the Assignment Level has a few workouts on
the entry of Timephased completion data for assignments.
Here are 3 examples where Work is not proportional to duration:
Example 1: an Electrician works 8 hours on the first 3 days and 2 hours on the
last 2 days of a 5 day duration task. The progressing total of his work hours
would not be proportional to the duration of the task.

If we enter % Complete = 50%, this might mean different things. Is the work
completed 50% of the total work? Or have we completed 2.5 days' worth of
work for the task? This is how MSP understand it:
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The total work hours planned for this task = BAC = 28 hours. 50% of 28 = 14
hours. MSP proceeds to allocate 2.5 days' worth of work. That is why we have
8 hours on Day 1 and 2 and 4 hours (half) on Day 3. The total that MSP
calculates is 20 hours which is not 50% of 28. We must use another approach.
Reset % Complete = 0. Insert % Work Complete as an extra column in the Gantt
chart and enter 50% for that task. This is what MSP does:

We can see that MSP calculates 50% of 28 hours (the total work) and allocates
the 14 hours starting from the first day onwards: 8 for Day 1 and 6 for Day 2.
Example 2: a task has 2 resources and lasts for 4 weeks. Res1 works 8 hours a
day for each of the first 3 weeks. Res2 joins in the 3rd week and assists Res1 by
working 4 hours a day during both 3rd and 4th weeks. You can see that Res1
works 40 hours * 3 weeks while Res2 works 20 hours * 2 weeks. The total work
= 120 + 40 = 160 hours.

Assume we have completed 75% of the work, i.e., 75% of 160 hours = 120. If
we make the mistake of entering % Complete = 75%, this is how MSP spreads
the work:

MSP allocates as many hours of work as are needed to cover 3 days which is
75% of the duration. The planned work for 3 days = 40 + 40 + 60=140 hours. If
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we stay with % Complete, MSP will allocate 140 hours as completed which is
not what we actually completed. If you review what MSP calculated for %
Work Complete (when we entered % Complete), you will see the value 88%.
Where did this come from? MSP adds up the % Complete Work which is shown
for the two resources as = (40 + 40 + 40) + 20 = 140. It calculates the
proportion of 140 out of 160 = 87.5% which is rounded to 88%. This is not what
we wanted.
If we need to report the work done by each resource in total, then we cannot
use % Complete because passage of time is not proportional to the work to be
completed.
Reset % Complete = 0. Insert % Work Complete as an extra column in the Gantt
chart and enter 70% for that task. This is what MSP does:

MSP calculates 75% of 160 = 120 hours. It allocates these hours starting with
the first week: 40 + 40 + 40 in the third week. However, since this is to be
allocated to two different resources, the distribution for each week is based on
the proportion of planned work between the 2 resources for that week. In the
first two weeks, 40 hours are allocated to each week. In the 3rd week, the 40
hours needed to reach 120 is broken down into two parts, based on the ratio
of the planned hours of 40:20 = 26.67:13.33 where 26.6 + 13.33 = 40 hours.
Example 3: we introduce % Work Complete and show its effect on EVA fields.
1) Create a project using the template 1T3R Not Assigned and save it under
any name.
2) Assign the carpenter to Task A on a full time basis (1 unit).
3) Add the columns Work and % Work Complete to the Gantt chart. The total
planned work for Task A comes out to 64 hours.
4) Set the baseline for the project.
5) Set the project start date to today's date and the status date on the 4th day
of the project.
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6) On the Gantt chart, enter 40% as % Work Complete for Task A. (The column
is already set in the template).
7) The % Work Complete is the proportion of actual work done out of the total
work scheduled for the task. This is vastly different from % Complete which is
the same ratio but with duration:

Since the total work for this task = 64 hours, then 40% of 64 hours = 25.6
hours.
8) Go to the Task Usage view and add the column % Work Complete. Add a
new row (by right clicking on the Timephased pane): Actual Work.

MSP will distribute the 25.6 hours starting from Day 1: 8 + 8 + 8 + 1.6 = 25.6.
We can see that by the end of the 4th day, BCWS = $320. However, we have
completed 25.6 hours instead of 32 hours. Therefore, BCWP is correctly shown
as 25.6 hours * $10 = $256.
The Task Usage also shows SV in the details so you can see that we are only
late by the 4th day.
Workout 17: Enter Physical % Complete to Update BCWP
Purpose: to report Physical % Complete and its effect on BCWP.
Physical % Complete is a mode of measurement that is different from %
Complete and % Work Complete in that you report your progress according to
physical count. You do not actually enter the physical count or quantities.
What you do is estimate your progress in % based on the physical count.
Secondly, physical progress does not need to be "counted". It could represent
specific milestones in your project. Once you have entered the percentage,
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MSP proceeds to calculate BCWP for you in the same manner as for the other
measurements.
Physical % Complete can only be reported at the task level and not at the
assignment level.
A) The Difference between % Complete and Physical % Complete
When a task is setup so that reporting is on the basis of % Complete, the work
and cost are calculated on the basis of prorating the completed duration
according to the % Complete. This gives BCWP as a % of the duration.
When a task is setup so that reporting is on the basis of % Work Complete, the
work and cost are calculated on the basis of how much work you completed (in
hours). This gives BCWP as a % of the Work completed.
Our case in this workout covers a third and a different type of reporting
progress. This type covers tasks where you need to measure the physical work
or the progress of completion of the deliverable. Suppose we are pouring
concrete. As contractors, we are given a specific period to complete our work.
The main difference is that we are now paid (or we earn) by the cubic meter
and not by duration.
Example 1: A Task for Pouring Concrete
Suppose we have to pour concrete to fill a foundation block made up of 200
cubic meters. We now have two ways of reporting our progress.
Reporting by % Work Complete: here we translate the cubic meter into work
hours. We can use an estimate where each cubic meter requires 2 hours of the
mixing machine, 1 hour of the operator and 1 hour for workers that manage
the concrete as it is being poured. If we report our progress by indicating the
hours consumed by these resources, we are still within the earlier workout
where we reported % Work Complete:
Workout 31: Enter an Assignment's % Work Complete
However, this is fine as long as the rate is more or less constant. Say we are
installing 6 similar networks, one on each floor. It would become difficult to
reasonably ascertain that each network will require a specific number of work
hours from 2-3 different types of resources. This change would require us to
report our progress in terms of the units of work: cubic meters, networks, etc.
Say we report it in cubic meters, then if we complete 80 cubic meters, we can
then report the Physical % Complete = 80 / 200 = 40%.
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Example 2: Building a Stone Wall
This example is all over the web and text books. I could only trace it to
Microsoft Project’s Help pages. It may have originated earlier.
1) Our project aims at building a stone wall. The wall is made up of 5 rows on
top of one another. Each row has 20 stones. The total project = 100 stones.
2) The first row of 20 stones can be laid out 20 minutes
3) The second row (also with 20 stones) takes 25 minutes because now you
have to lift the stones up one row higher, so it takes a little longer.
4) The third row would take 30 minutes
5) The fourth 35 minutes
6) The last row takes 40 minutes to lay
7) Total work time = 150 minutes.
Since the completion of work is not proportional to duration, we use Physical
% Complete to report performance.
Here is a summary of the above:
Row

Stones

2

Stones
%
(Cumul) Physical
20
20
20%
20
40
40%

3

20

60

60%

30

75

4

20

80

80%

35

110

73%

5

20

100

100%

40

150

100%

Totals

100

1

Minutes
20
25

Minutes
%
(Cumul) Complete
20
13%
45
30%
50%

150

After laying the first two rows: we would have laid out 20 + 20 stones out of
100. We are 40% physically complete. However, we only spent 20 + 25 = 45
minutes out of 150. We are 45 / 150 = 30% Complete.
After laying the first three rows: we would have laid out 60 stones in 75
minutes. This means we are 60% physical complete but 75 / 150 = 50%
complete.
Note: Since we are measuring Work and Duration in the same manner, there is
no difference between % Complete and % Work Complete here.
B) How to Setup Tasks for % Complete or Physical % Complete
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Depending on how you get paid for the work or how the value is earned (by
the stone or by the hour), you can choose the % Complete value or the
Physical % Complete value to properly reflect this in the Earned Value Analysis.
You can select one of the two options in two different ways. We can set the
option on the main options dialog box. MSP will then use that option for all
subsequently created tasks. You can also retain the option as it is on the main
options dialog box but only revise the option for an individual task.
1) In the first and global case, select the menu item FILE / OPTIONS /
ADVANCED tab in the "Earned Value options for this project":

From this point onwards, all new tasks will be created with the option you
selected.
2) In the second case, we set the option for a specific task (regardless of what
setting you have dictated for the whole project). Double click on the task and
in the Task Information Box, select the option under the Advanced Tab:

C) Example using Physical % Complete
1) Create a new project using the template 2T2R Not Assigned. Save it under
any name.
2) Set the project start date = today’s date.
3) Set the status date to the 3rd working day after the project start date.
4) Assign 1 unit of Res1 to Task A and 1 unit of Res2 to Task B.
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5) Set the Baseline for the whole project.
6) Insert 3 columns in the Gantt chart to show % Complete, Physical %
Complete and Earned Value Method. The last field can be used to select the
completion method.

7) To change the method for EVA calculations, either use the Task Information
box or directly change the mode in the column (Earned Value Method) we just
inserted.
Task A uses % Complete to calculate BCWP
Task B uses Physical % Complete to calculate BCWP
8) Switch to the Task Usage view and:
Add rows (or details) to the timephased pane: Actual Work, Baseline Work,
BCWS, BCWP and SV
Add 2 columns in the left hand pane: % Complete and Physical % Complete
9) Still in the Task Usage view, enter 33% as % Complete in Task A and 33% as
Physical % Complete in Task B.

Results: for Task A: Using % Complete (only first 5 days are shown)
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a) Res1 will complete 33% of 64 hours (work) = 21.12 hours. On days 1 and 2,
we have 8 hours of actual work and on day 3, the remainder = 21.12 - 16 = 5.12
hours. This is shown as Actual Work.
b) Res1 also shows 33% Work Complete because MSP calculates 21.12 hours
out of 32 = 33%.
c) BCWP values are shown based on the Actual Work. On Day 1, the work
completed is 8 hours or $80. On Day 2, we complete 8 + 8 = 16 hours or $160.
On Day 3, we complete 5.12 hours (as calculated above). This is valued at $160
+ $51.2 = $211.20.
Results: for Task B: Using Physical % Complete
a) 33% of the physical work was done at an even rate through the status date.
b) No Actual Work is shown because actual work is always calculated via %
Complete or % Work Complete.
c) No % Work Complete is shown for the same reason.
d) MSP calculates 33% of 64 hours = 21.12 hours.
e) Since we have the status date at the 3rd working day, then MSP evenly
distributes 21.12 hours over 3 days to give 7.04 hours per day.
f) Hence, 7.04 * $10 = $70.40 is completed each day and is shown for BCWP in
a cumulative order: $70.40 for Day 1, $140.80 for Day 2 and $211.20 for Day 3.
Both tasks are behind schedule. However, Task A starts having a negative SV
on Day 3 while Task B starts with a negative SV on Day 1.
Warning: for Task B, MSP gives different BCWP results for the task than for the
resource. Switching to the Resource Usage view (and using the same rows), we
get the same result:
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In a blog for Microsoft's Technet (Click Here), the same person who gave the
copy and paste suggestion for timephased data (See G) Exporting EVA Data
Directly to Excel in chapter 8.0) and who only comes out as 69L46, made an
attempt to clarify this. I urge you to read the clarification. The conclusion is
that in such a case, the task row is accurate while the resource row is
calculated based on esoteric assumptions Microsoft does not divulge.
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